IN_BREATH is a journey that unites different breathing
techniques ranging from Rebirthing to Holotropic
Breathwork. Incorporating different pranayamas,
meditations and sound. It is a mainly circular and
connected breathing technique that activates our body
map, releasing contained emotions from our experiences
accumulated during life in order to access a deeper field
of our BEING. By changing the automatism with which
we live, a new and spontaneous space is generated where
we can release fixed ideas and thus connect with internal
symbols of our unconscious that help us transform old
patterns that we no longer need. Restoring our fields with
new information.
This method of deep self-exploration and experiential
psychotherapy is based on the transformation of nonordinary states of consciousness, accessing the most
subtle layers of being, of the psyche. Its objective is the
integration of negative events transforming them into
positive ones.

About this
breathwork
technique

Different exercises will guide you to connect with your
intuition and increase your confidence in yourself and in
your own medicine. We all have medicine in us. You will
learn how to know it, explore it and share it with others.
Opening your heart to accept and love yourself as you are.
WE WILL SEE HOW TO HEAL YOURSELF AND OTHERS …

the nature of trauma
One of the biggest challenges on our path to well-being and personal transformation
is dealing with the past and especially with those events that have marked us and
traumatized us in one way or another.
A trauma is not only a psychological experience but above all an energetic bodily
disorder. Many describe trauma as an internal fragmentation and disconnection of
body and spirit. An event becomes traumatic when the person does not have the
space or the ability to digest and assimilate the experience, the trauma thus remains
blocked in the body. Somehow it is as if the event is still happening internally, it is why
the traumatized person has the feeling of attracting similar experiences into his life
and repeating the past.
The consequences of trauma can create much suffering, limiting the expression of
one's creativity and potential. Typical symptoms can manifest as: anxiety, insomnia,
constant feeling of alertness, insecurity, confusion, lack of energy, disconnection,
depression, control issues, etc.
More than analyzing the past, the healing of trauma has to do with dealing with the
consequences that it has here and now, in the physical and energetic plane. It is about
learning to manage and digest emotions as well as access and recover the survival
energy that was blocked during the traumatic event. releasing this energy is what
allows us to activate the innate ability we have to self-heal and protect ourselves.
Through the body and techniques of breathwork you will learn a unique way of
approaching and releasing trauma.

from
trauma to
transformation

CATALINA ROJAS BENEDETTI
Colombian by birth and living in Barcelona for more than 17 years,
currently lives in Bali with her two daughters and her partner. She is a
psychologist focused on personal self-discovery and the search for
BEING.
Motivated by her own call to evolve and understand what existence
is, she has had a 25-year journey through various formations that
have been changing and complementing her paths, such as art
therapy, gestalt, PNL, kundalini Yoga, Registros Akashicos, sound
healing. Specialised in altered states of consciousness through
breathing techniques such as Rebirthing and meditation.
The quality of her work is based on her own experience since she
shares what for herself has been a channel of transformation. She
does it from a loving place, where the other can feel free to be who
she or he is and where there is no room for judgment or criticism
since she understands that the nature of the human being is Peace
and goodness.
She will help you understand that every situation in your life has been
there to help you. That the acceptance of your "darkness" or those
facets of yourself that you do not like, are the basis for being able to
find a path of fulfillment and unconditional love for yourself.

IDAN
HOJMAN
PSYCHSOMATIC THERAPIST
A psychosomatic therapist, creator of “The
Way of the Body”, a body-based learning
system that aims to integrate the different
aspects of the human being, restoring health
and offering powerful tools for personal
transformation.
He began his professional career by studying
the Grinberg Method. His interest in the body
as a form of learning led him to different
disciplines, each discipline offered him tools to
approach the path of personal transformation.

MAU
GÓMEZ

AQUATIC BODYWORK &
MUSICIAN
Aquatic bodywork practitioner and musician,
focused on subtle listening and serene and
supportive presence, on the fusion with the
water where the recipients can relax, free
themselves, integrate emotional processes
and restore memories.

Training modules
trauma to transformation

our
medicine

mechanism
of trauma

be the
guide

create the
ceremony

Altered states of
consciousness

Emotional management
Recognize and release

How to manage trauma
catharsis in group

Difference & preparation
for 1:1 & group ceremonies

Heaven energy –
father/male

The pattern of behavior
through the body.

How to stay grounded &
protected

Introduction to the
pendulum

Earth energy –
mother/feminine

Regain confidence and
purpose

The art of subtle touch
when to touch when not
to touch

Timing

Chakras intuition & how
to connect with it
Constant self-knowledge
& honesty

The art of forgiveness
How to channel energy
with sound

Opening and closing
prayers

location

The magical retreat house is located a 1-hour
drive from Barcelona in the region of Alt Penedes.
Our beautiful home for these 5 days is completely
surrounded by nature with the most gorgeous
scenery.

ACCOMMODATION

These luxurious twin shared rooms are
beautifully designed to provide maximum
comfort, privacy, and relaxation.

Nutrition
We collaborate with ecological local farmers
who are passionate about bringing delicious
organic food to their community.
Sourcing only the best products, our meals
during these days will consist of delicious
vegetarian meals with healthy snacks in
between.
This is an opportunity to not only learn
something new but also to enjoy a stunning
healthy getaway.

Pricing
• 5 DAYS INBREATH_ TRAUMA
BREATH FACILITATOR TRAINING
• 5 DAYS OF LUXURY SHARED
ACCOMMODATION WITH 2 SINGLE
BEDS IN NATURE
• 5 DAYS OF HEALTHY VEGETARIAN
MEALS
• 3 EXPERTS TO GUIDE YOU ON YOUR
JOURNEY

1,000 EUROS

Ready to join us?
We ask for payment to be made in Shanti Vida
Monday - Thursday from 17:30 -20:30
OR via bank transfer for international guests
Please get in touch by email to reserve your place at info@shantivida.org.
Please use the subject 'TRAUMA & BREATHWORK TRAINING' on your email.

We can't wait to take you on this journey !

